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In this funny, irreverent, unique, eccentric memoir, magician Steve Spill reveals how he

managed to survive decades inside a rarely profitable, sometimes maddening, but often

deliciously rewarding offbeat showbiz profession—magic!Spill tells of how his tailor grandfather

sewed secret pockets in a magician’s tuxedo back in 1910, which started his childhood dream

to become a magician. This dream took Spill on a journey that started with him performing, as

a young boy, at a “Beauty on a Budget” neighborhood house party to engagements in Europe,

Africa, and the Caribbean, to today in Santa Monica, California, where he’s been starring in his

own shows since 1998 at Magicopolis, the theater he designed and built himself.Being a

magician has given Spill the opportunity to interact with the world’s most famous and

fascinating people. In his memoir, Spill reveals the many unique encounters that his profession

has led him to enjoy and endure: hosting Sting as his opening act one night, spending two

days on camera with Joan Rivers, and selling tricks to Bob Dylan, as well as encounters with

Adam Sandler, Stephen King, and other celebrities.I Lie for Moneyis a literary magic show that

captures the highs and lows of an extraordinary life that will delight and amaze you with wit and

wickedness. This book should be an obligatory read for anyone considering a creative career,

and it serves as an inspiration to those who desire to craft an independent life.

• "This offbeat behind-the-scenes look at a magician’s life is as unpredictable, fresh, and

distinctive, as witnessing one of Steve Spill’s shows in person."—Nolan Bushnell, Serial

entrepreneur and founder of Atari and Chuck E. Cheese• "Steve Spill has been a pal of Penn's

and mine since the 1970's. While we were still working for tips and eating dirt at fairs, Steve

was running one of the classiest comedy magic clubs in the country, and still does (his current

one is in Santa Monica). Nobody knows more about magic from the inside than Steve. And

most important, Steve and I share the deepest bond of all: we both swallow needles."—Teller of

Penn & Teller• "With his combination of writing and performing skills and his endless

inventiveness, Steve Spill is a major asset to the world of magic."—Dick Cavett• "Steve Spill is

one of my favorite storytellers. The man has pioneered more venues for magic than anyone I

know, and along the way, broken lots of new ground as a comic, magician, bartender, busker,

club owner, and now raconteur—and that's no lie!"—Joel Hodgson, creator/star of Mystery

Science Theater 3000• "Steve Spill is one of the greatest magicians that’s ever lived. Fact. I Lie

for Money is the most entertaining book about magic ever. Double fact. If you don’t buy this

book, there will be a big hole in your life that you will never fill, a void that will haunt the rest of

your days until you cry out in the night, ‘WHY DIDN’T I GET THE MEMOIR THAT CONTAINED

ALL THOSE AMAZING STORIES ABOUT MAGIC?!’ Triple fact. The choice is clear." —Adam

de la Pena, creator of the hit animated series Code Monkeys• "A unique eye-opening account

of the backstage life of a fiendishly funny magician."—Kirsten Sheridan, Oscar-nominated

screenwriter and film director• "A fantastic read packed with hilarious anecdotes and juicy tales

of outlandish antics. Who would have thought the life of a family entertainer could be so

wild?"—Michael Larkin, NBC Digital News Producer• "Instantly hypnotic! Before finishing page

one I was drawn in and happily trapped in Steve's wild, surreal world."—Brian Brushwood,

Host of Discovery's Scam School and National Geographic's Hacking the System• "I Lie for

Money opens a secret door and lets the reader enter the almost unknown—and often

misunderstood—world of the professional magician."—Brooks Wachtel, Emmy-winning writer



and director• "An honest look at the hard work that accompanies doing what you love."—Steph

Rodriguez, Manhattan Book Review• "Every person on the face of the earth who wants to

laugh out loud and be amazed should read I Lie for Money."—Dustin Stinett, GENII Magazine•

"As you turn the pages of the book you will travel along the amazing timeline that Steve has

walked like a tightrope, stretched between his prodigious skills as a magician and his

flamboyantly eccentric gifts as a showman."-Nick Lewin, Vanish Magazine• "A ridiculously

entertaining book about [Spill’s] life and adventures as ajourneyman magician trying to make a

living from his art."—Jack Shalom, segment producer, Arts Express, WBAI• "This offbeat

behind-the-scenes look at a magician’s life is as unpredictable, fresh, and distinctive, as

witnessing one of Steve Spill’s shows in person."—Nolan Bushnell, Serial entrepreneur and

founder of Atari and Chuck E. Cheese• "Steve Spill has been a pal of Penn's and mine since

the 1970's. While we were still working for tips and eating dirt at fairs, Steve was running one of

the classiest comedy magic clubs in the country, and still does (his current one is in Santa

Monica). Nobody knows more about magic from the inside than Steve. And most important,

Steve and I share the deepest bond of all: we both swallow needles."—Teller of Penn & Teller•

"With his combination of writing and performing skills and his endless inventiveness, Steve

Spill is a major asset to the world of magic."—Dick Cavett• "Steve Spill is one of my favorite

storytellers. The man has pioneered more venues for magic than anyone I know, and along the

way, broken lots of new ground as a comic, magician, bartender, busker, club owner, and now

raconteur—and that's no lie!"—Joel Hodgson, creator/star of Mystery Science Theater 3000•

"Steve Spill is one of the greatest magicians that’s ever lived. Fact. I Lie for Money is the most

entertaining book about magic ever. Double fact. If you don’t buy this book, there will be a big

hole in your life that you will never fill, a void that will haunt the rest of your days until you cry

out in the night, ‘WHY DIDN’T I GET THE MEMOIR THAT CONTAINED ALL THOSE

AMAZING STORIES ABOUT MAGIC?!’ Triple fact. The choice is clear." —Adam de la Pena,

creator of the hit animated series Code Monkeys• "A unique eye-opening account of the

backstage life of a fiendishly funny magician."—Kirsten Sheridan, Oscar-nominated

screenwriter and film director• "A fantastic read packed with hilarious anecdotes and juicy tales

of outlandish antics. Who would have thought the life of a family entertainer could be so

wild?"—Michael Larkin, NBC Digital News Producer• "Instantly hypnotic! Before finishing page

one I was drawn in and happily trapped in Steve's wild, surreal world."—Brian Brushwood,

Host of Discovery's Scam School and National Geographic's Hacking the System• "I Lie for

Money opens a secret door and lets the reader enter the almost unknown—and often

misunderstood—world of the professional magician."—Brooks Wachtel, Emmy-winning writer

and director• "An honest look at the hard work that accompanies doing what you love."—Steph

Rodriguez, Manhattan Book Review• "Every person on the face of the earth who wants to

laugh out loud and be amazed should read I Lie for Money."—Dustin Stinett, GENII Magazine•

"As you turn the pages of the book you will travel along the amazing timeline that Steve has

walked like a tightrope, stretched between his prodigious skills as a magician and his

flamboyantly eccentric gifts as a showman."-Nick Lewin, Vanish Magazine• "A ridiculously

entertaining book about [Spill’s] life and adventures as ajourneyman magician trying to make a

living from his art."—Jack Shalom, segment producer, Arts Express, WBAIFrom the

AuthorSteve Spill has been starring in his own shows in his own theater, Magicopolis in Santa

Monica, since 1998. Before that, he spent twenty years performing around the world in

casinos, theaters, and nightclubs.About the AuthorSteve Spill has been starring in his own

shows in his own theater, Magicopolis in Santa Monica, since 1998. Before that, he spent

twenty years performing around the world in casinos, theaters, and nightclubs.Read more
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The reader is hereby placed on notice that he/she should not, under ANY circumstances, try to

replicate the activities practiced in this book. Neither the publisher nor the author nor any

licensee or seller of this book shall be liable for any physical, psychological/emotional,

financial, or commercial claim or damage based on the material contained in this

book.Copyright © 2015 by Steve Spill/Magic Concepts, IncAll rights reserved. No part of this

book may be reproduced in any manner without the express written consent of the publisher,

except in the case of brief excerpts in critical reviews or articles. All inquiries should be

addressed to Skyhorse Publishing, 307 West 36th Street, 11th Floor, New York, NY

10018.Skyhorse Publishing books may be purchased in bulk at special discounts for sales

promotion, corporate gifts, fund-raising, or educational purposes. Special editions can also be

created to specifications. For details, contact the Special Sales Department, Skyhorse

Publishing, 307 West 36th Street, 11th Floor, New York, NY 10018 or

info@skyhorsepublishing.com.Skyhorse® and Skyhorse Publishing® are registered

trademarks of Skyhorse Publishing, Inc.®, a Delaware corporation.Visit our website at .10 9 8
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SaukasCover photo credit Sal Taylor KyddPrinted in the United States of AmericaDedicationTo

each person that buys this book and encourages others to do the same; Adam and Irena

Wrobel for having a daughter with a contagious zest for life named Bozena who makes my life

make sense; to that daughter of course; my parents, Sandy and Shirley, for birthing me with the

best of each of their qualities; boyhood magical mentors who added what was between their

ears to what’s between my ears; Bob Sheets for giving me my first best jobs; Penn & Teller for

their generosity and inspiration; Asuka Hisa for engaging me to speak at the Santa Monica

Museum of Art about my journey as a magician—the seed that grew into this book; Mark Miller

for getting me to Julie Ganz at Skyhorse Publishing who shepherded the passage of my

manuscript into book form; Magicopolis staff both past and present; and to anyone who has

ever bought a ticket to one of my shows, I appreciate you all.“Steve Spill is one of the greatest

magicians that’s ever lived. Fact. I Lie for Money is the most entertaining book about magic

ever. Double fact. If you don’t buy this book, there will be a big hole in your life that you will

never fill, a void that will haunt the rest of your days until you cry out in the night, ‘WHY DIDN’T

I GET THE MEMOIR THAT CONTAINED ALL THOSE AMAZING STORIES ABOUT MAGIC?!’

Triple fact. The choice is clear.”—Adam de la Pena, creator of the hit animated series Code

Monkeys“Steve Spill is one of my favorite storytellers. The man has pioneered more venues for

magic than anyone I know, and along the way, broken lots of new ground as a comic, magician,

bartender, busker, club owner, and now raconteur—and that’s no lie!”—Joel Hodgson, creator/

star of Mystery Science Theater 3000“A fantastic read packed with hilarious anecdotes and

juicy tales of outlandish antics. Who would have thought the life of a family entertainer could be

so wild?”—Michael Larkin, NBC Digital News Producer“A ridiculously entertaining book about

[Spill’s] life and adventures as a journeyman magician trying to make a living from his art.”—

Jack Shalom, segment producer, Arts Express, WBAI“A unique eye-opening account of the

backstage life of a fiendishly funny magician.”—Kirsten Sheridan, Oscar-nominated



screenwriter and film director“Every person on the face of the earth who wants to laugh out

loud and be amazed should read I Lie for Money.”—Dustin Stinett, GENII Magazine“I Lie for

Money opens a secret door and lets the reader enter the almost unknown—and often

misunderstood—world of the professional magician.”—Brooks Wachtel, Emmy-winning writer

and directorCONTENTSIntroductionI Used to Open for The Eagles, Now Sting Is Opening for

MePART ONE: FIRST BEST JOBSThe Jolly JesterThe Lemon TrickBuskingWhen Bob Was

Bess and I Was HarryPART TWO: WAY BACKA Leads to B Leads to CA Fifty-Cent Deck of

CardsThe First Time I Advertised My Magic ShowThe Legend of Cardini Lives OnPART

THREE: BECOMING MYSELFThe Magic CastleMen I Have Loved, My Eight FavoritesMy First

“Hand Job”Dr. Q’s Hypnotic ActWorld’s Greatest Magicians at the Magic CastleCarter’s Magic

CellarPART FOUR: FUNNY BUSINESSComedy ClubsTimothy Leary’s BrainTrials and

ErrorsPART FIVE: ODDS & ENDSLions and Tigers and Birds! Oh My!When Tricks Go

WrongOut of AfricaPART SIX: AND NOW A WORD FROM OUR SPONSORYes I CannesMore

AsiansMr. ExecPART SEVEN: MAGICOPOLISGroundbreaking to Grand OpeningI’ve Got The

Show Right HereTable of TerrorDoubt of the BenefitBrushes with GreatnessHow Joan Rivers

Gets Me LaidBackwardIntroduction“It is very difficult for a magician to deceive intelligent

people without prevaricating. So everything I say is not true; this is true or I would not tell you

so.”Karl Germain, a master magician considered by his peers to be one of the finest that ever

lived, uttered these words. Germain, who lived from 1878 to 1959, also famously said,

“Conjuring is the only absolutely honest profession—a conjuror promises to deceive and he

does.”Being the classy guy that he was, when Germain described the performing art of magic,

he avoided the words “liar,” “lying,” and “lie.” He also justified his deceptions for the sake of art,

like the person who does a nude scene in a movie for the art of it (okay, maybe not exactly like

that). Anyway, when not writing this book I am a magician who is proud to lie for my art, but I

also do it to pay the mortgage. When I first started, I had only two dollars in my pocket, and

look at me now, I owe thousands. I am a professional.Other fact re-constructionists and reality

stylists lie to their wives that there’s no other woman, or lie to the other woman that they don’t

have a wife . . . or promise to pay you back out of their next paycheck, or tell you they’re from

the government and are here to help you. The magician is an extraordinary breed of liar. In

fact, there’s not another creature on earth that would lie to make you think a coin is in their left

fist when it’s really under the saltshaker.Buried alive and living, transforming nubile young girls

into savage tigers, floating humans, sawing women in two, vanishing elephants, appearing

persons, mind reading, teleportation, time control, dangerous Houdini-inspired escapes,

walking on water (actually, that one’s not a big deal, if you know where the sand bars are)—

each and every one of those feats are magicians’ lies, designed to amuse audiences by

making them feel their eyes are pairs of liars, and that their brains are lying to them too.As you

read this book you will question why any sane person would do some of the things I’ve done—

like swallowing sewing needles, stabbing myself, having someone pull the trigger of a gun

pointed at my face, or being chained to a metal table and allowing a burning rope to drop thirty-

nine sharpened steel spikes on me from fifteen feet above. Because I’ve done this stuff doesn’t

mean you’ll be able to do it. Even if you think you know how to do these things safely, you’d still

be a bonehead to try them. Leave it to me. I’m an expert.The trick of our trade is to alter

perceptions with dyslexic displays of honesty that range from tiny little manipulative untruths to

big, fat, in-your-face, lies. To be a professional magician is to be an expert at dispensing

disinformation, duplicity, hypocrisy, distortion, deception, and fakery without any of the guilt or

unpleasant consequences. And we enjoy the thrill of getting away with it. Many of the defects

you were taught to avoid in childhood are the very qualities that become your virtues as a



magician. True practitioners of the craft do the same sort of things up front and above board in

the name of entertainment that most governments do secretly in the name of espionage.There

may be some performing arts better than magic, and some may be worse, but there is nothing

exactly like it. In his book, House of Mystery, that genius of deception, Teller, wrote, “In real life,

effects have causes. In good magic, effects have fake causes that are beautiful or funny or

thought provoking. That’s the idea of magic: connecting a cause with an effect by means of a

lie that tells a greater truth.” Doesn’t that sound cool? Also from Teller, “When a magician lets

you notice something on your own, his lie becomes impenetrable. Nothing fools you better than

the lie you tell yourself.”Since performing magic is largely about lying, it makes sense that I’d be

a magician; I’ve always largely loved to lie. In school I used to turn in book reports about books

that didn’t exist. Phony stories, fake authors, all made up by me. If a teacher questioned me

about one of my bogus books, I’d say I got it at a swap meet, granny’s garage, or it somehow

mysteriously appeared on my doorstep.Although my mind tells me I’m half my present age of

sixty years, in reality I have spent better than fifty years, as man and boy, turning tricks. Yes,

I’ve been a magician for a very long time. No, I did not go to high school with Harry Houdini.

Nor do I have cloven hooves or wear a top hat to make room for my horns. My best work is

probably still ahead of me, but herein lies the details of my long and mediocre career to date.

The places I’ve been, the people I have met—from Santa Monica’s beach sands and Adam

Sandler to South Africa east of the Great Kei River and Joan Rivers—getting up in front of

crowds, hanging out with celebrities, illiterates, intellectuals, jungle natives, insurance

salesmen . . .As a magician I have functioned at just about every known type of affair. I have

run the gamut. I have performed the same day at a bon voyage party in San Pedro and at a

circumcision in Oxnard (fortunately, I was able to do the same act at both occasions). What I

am is a laborer, a worker, and what’s written here chronicles achievements that have turned

me into something less than a household name, but have made me a very happy man.Even

though I know you can’t live in the past, it’s nice to have one, and this book is a welcome

opportunity to put into words the past that lives in me. My job has always been to make people

see and experience things they cannot see and experience in their own lives. And despite all

the money or accolades or whatever else being a magician brings you, there is nothing else,

not a thing in the world, that can ever compare to making an audience happy. Even if you’re

atheist, you can’t help, for that one brief moment, believing in God. The purpose of this book is

the same, to spread joy and wonder and make you happy . . . OK, that wasn’t entirely honest—I

also hope to maybe make a few frogskins in the process.This is not an unabridged

autobiography. Although I’ve known me a long time and am well acquainted with myself, I don’t

pretend to remember and assemble every important thing that happened to me until now. I best

recollect certain bits and pieces, and of those my aim was to leave out all the boring stuff. One

of the first lessons I learned as a magician was that the audience doesn’t care how you feel;

they care how they feel. If people wanted to see, or read for that matter, something that made

them feel bad, hospitals could sell tickets. As I said when I broke my ankle onstage during a

show in Chevy Chase, Maryland, “What ankle?” When you buy a ticket to see a performance,

the entertainer owes you your money’s worth. Same with a book, well, it is in my book.Memory

is like a fun house mirror. Its distortions reflect bad stuff in a thinner form than that in which it

originally appeared, and good things in a wider aspect than they deserve. I’ve tried to beat

down my vanity, but anyone who writes about himself is apt to fall into the magician’s habit of

peeking at the deck to find out where the aces lie. This tome is my fist full of aces. In other

words, my life is an open book with a bunch of the pages stuck together; included are only

what I consider the most surprising, relevant, interesting, or funny parts of my journey as a



magician.And by the way, I’m not above rearranging my experiences to improve a story, like

when my shows absolutely sucked. If I told you that at times I was the worst magic act ever in

the history of the world, I’d be lying—I wasn’t that good. But when you’re in love with what

you’re doing there’s no shame in failing; you’re resilient, you bounce back quickly from failures,

you’re always willing to take risks, and you don’t put yourself down if something doesn’t work

out. I’ve usually managed to learn something from the defeats, but hardly anything from the

victories.Part of the reason I wrote this book was to share with those who wish to craft a self-

directed creative life—be it an actor, painter, writer, comedian, magician, or whatever—and

describe how one can survive in rarely profitable but rewarding professions. You may not

become a bazillionaire, but you can be a winner. Nobody makes a living as a magician by

accident. You gotta want it pretty bad. Success comes by enjoying the journey, hard work helps

you improve, and when you’re obsessed you make your luck. At the moment I am neither the

best nor the worst magician, but perhaps the luckiest.The important thing to know about me is

that I lie a lot. That’s the truth. But, usually, when I lie, I admit it. I’m a very honest liar who stole

that terribly clever “Honest Liar” phrase, along with other ideas, from George Burns . . . making

me not just a liar, but also a thief. Lying and remixing stolen bits and pieces of other’s ideas

isn’t just for magicians; it’s for everyone. Like David Bowie said, “The only art I’ll ever study is

stuff that I can steal from.” The trick is to take a tiny bit from a lot of sources to create

something new and different. But enough about stealing; the fact is, everything you’ve read in

this paragraph is a lie, which proves what a truthful man I am. If I tell you something is a lie,

you know it’s the truth. But when I write about my life, I don’t lie. I don’t have to. The truth is

unbelievable enough.I USED TO OPEN FOR THE EAGLES, NOW STING IS OPENING FOR

MEIgave the audience the finger with both hands and disappeared. I was a proud nineteen-

year-old magician and wasn’t going to get booed without returning the insult. It was the first

time in my young career that I learned what it felt like to really fail on stage. At the time I was

unaware of any rock concerts, besides the ones I was doing, that had a magician as an

opening act; maybe there was a reason for that? The unruly crowd booed so loud, it was

unbearably embarrassing, and although you can’t really die from embarrassment, it definitely

can feel fatal. I’m still trying to forget that show when I opened for a band called Flash Cadillac

and the Continental Kids at Colorado Springs Municipal Auditorium.I had been a master

opener in a plethora of rock nightclubs, so it was an easy matter in my mind to just chalk up my

larger venue concert failure to the overcrowding and late start time. But apparently that wasn’t

it, because my next huge event didn’t go any better. When I opened for Paul Revere and the

Raiders at Bakersfield Civic Auditorium, the band’s manager told me, “Your first talent isn’t

going to be comedy or magic, kid, it’s going to be taking rejection—just don’t let it get you

down. You’ll never see me letting rejection get me down. It might get me down, but I won’t let

anyone see it.” I wanted to kick that manager in the nuts, but I didn’t. From start to finish, the

entire life span of my ill-fated Highdini act was a scant two years.Most of you have never heard

of me. My name is Steve Spill, and I am a magician who is very well known to those who know

me, and completely unknown to those who have never heard of me. Those who know me are

other professional magicians, a few fans, and some residents of Santa Monica, California,

where I’ve been producing and performing magic shows since 1998, in a theater I designed,

built, run, and named, Magicopolis. Producing and performing magic shows was nothing new

to me in 1998, but designing, building, and running a theater were.As a lifelong magician, one

of my desires in terms of the design and build was that every person in the audience could see

me from head to toe at every moment, and ideally that I could see each and every face in the

crowd. Too many times I’d worked venues where people seated beyond the first row only saw



me from the waist up. And I wanted the spectators really close, so even from the furthest seat

from the stage a coin or the face of a card would be clearly visible.Flash-forward fifteen years,

to November 5, 2013, and last night Sting was my opening act at Magicopolis. When I say

Sting, I mean THE Sting, the sixteen-time Grammy Award-winning musician. He performed

songs from his new album, The Last Ship, and from the forthcoming Broadway musical of the

same name. I could hear the deafening applause as Sting finished his set and waited in the

wings before he introduced me as the star of the show at Magicopolis. I know you’re just dying

to find out more about my gig with Sting, but I’m sorry, you’ll have to wait. I want this first

chapter to have a little suspense.The author in his natural habitat.Sometimes (such as when

Sting opens for me), I find it hard to believe that it was just over four decades ago that I was

presenting magic tricks to open shows for the Eagles, Cheap Trick, the Spencer Davis Group,

and other rock bands. In 1972, when eight-track tape players were the thing and before

comedy clubs or open mic nights became popular nationwide, I was a senior at Taft High in

Woodland Hills who practiced and polished his magic act as part of various showcases and

talent contests all over Los Angeles. The experience was terrific. The money wasn’t. These

were all non-pay, on-the-job training type of gigs, and I felt fortunate to do them.Clubs ran

these shows on off nights and people could see me, along with folk singers, angry poets, and

comics. On Monday nights I did the hootenanny at Doug Weston’s Troubadour. On Tuesday

nights I was at The Show Biz, owned by Murray, a guy who became famous for his

appearances as the Unknown Comic on TV’s The Gong Show. Wednesday at The Palomino, a

cowboy hangout. I performed my magic tricks anywhere possible, for zero.When I wasn’t

performing for free, it was my monotonous business to fold pants, and it was that drab

drudgery that led to the creation of my Highdini act. I worked at the Tarzana branch of Pants

Galore, a store that sold clothes that were rejects or severely flawed. We had bellbottoms

where only one leg was flared, jeans with the back pockets sewn upside down, and belts with

no holes for the buckle. The gimmick was that everything sold for five dollars.In the store I

developed a bunch of smart-ass answers to common questions. “Do your pants shrink?” “Only

if you wash them.” “How do your pants run?” “They don’t.” And so on.Pants Galore was a small

chain that did a lot of radio advertising. The commercials were the typical ordinary-type radio

spots of the day, hard-sell boring assaults by a screaming announcer. “Blue jeans five dollars,

Pants Galore . . . Corduroys five dollars, Pants Galore . . . Khakis five dollars, Pants Galore . . .” I 

hated those commercials, and so did everyone else.The owner, I’ll call him Barney because I

think that was his name, was a nice guy who acted more like a buddy than a boss. One day he

walked in just as one of his awful commercials was blasting at us from the radio. In a gentle

sort of way I told him how dumb and boring I felt his advertising was. And suddenly I was given

the opportunity to do something about it, to create my kind of commercial directed at my age

group, who felt the same way I did and were the store’s primary customers.My brainchild was

the Pants Galore Answer Man. Barney decided to try it. “Could you possibly record day after

tomorrow?” I said, “I think I could work it in.” The commercial included the same smart-ass

answers to common questions I’d been using on the job. Now, not only was I the writer, but

also I became the announcer. The commercial was recorded and aired on KWEST, the

greatest rock radio station ever, and that’s where I met Kyle Emorian.Kyle sold radio

advertising and his was the first hand I shook when I went to the station to record the spot. I

showed Kyle some card tricks, and asked him to come see my act in a hippie coffeehouse at

the Whole Earth Marketplace in the Encino neighborhood. He laughed and applauded louder

than anyone. We became fast friends and Kyle started acting as my manager, which was fine

with me.Besides selling advertising to all the big rock clubs in town, Kyle also started selling



me to these clubs as well. By the time I graduated high school in June of 1973 I was opening

for bands like the Spencer Davis Group at The Whisky on the Sunset Strip and Cheap Trick at

Starwood in West Hollywood.At first it was extremely tough holding a rock club crowd’s

attention, but I learned how to make it work and audiences got off on me. Clubbers were

watching, listening, and actually enjoying what I did. The process was slow but sure, and I felt

myself improving each week, building my confidence as a rock magician.I spent hour after

hour, day after day, and month after month perfecting bits specifically suited to this niche

audience, and my popularity continued to grow. That was cool. I made a ton of visits to

Starwood and the Topanga Corral, among other clubs. I called myself “Highdini;” my act was

inspired by Cheech & Chong, who had recently released their first comedy record

album.During the show, several big bouquets of marijuana appeared from nowhere then

vanished in a puff of smoke. I snorted tablespoons of white powder, and as a finish to the bit I

grabbed my nose and a long stream of salt-like stuff poured out. One by one eight smoking

pipes magically appeared between my fingertips, which made me dry as a bone and “gave me

cotton mouth,” causing me to spit out dozens of cotton balls. It looked like I drank a huge thirst-

quenching pitcher of beer in a fraction of an instant. I pretended to be a little stoned while I did

these drug-inspired tricks, in the same way I assumed Dean Martin “acted” drunk when he

sang songs.Highdini portrait that was reproduced on flyers, handbills, and DEA wanted

posters.Mastering these shows gave me a kind of power I had never felt before. At times I had

total command of these crowds. I loved that these rock audiences were tough and I could

actually entertain them. Every once in a while someone would come up to me and ask “How

did you do that?” or say “You’re funny,” and it would make my night. Of course, they were

always slurring their words, or on the verge of passing out, but that didn’t matter. Meeting girls

was also a nice little perk that came from performing.At the Corral in Topanga Canyon I

opened for The Flying Burrito Brothers, The Eagles, Neil Young & Crazy Horse, and Little Feat,

among other groups. Little Feat’s Lowell George kept asking me if I could teach him how to

cheat at gambling, which I couldn’t.For a couple years I was on the fringe of the LA rock club

scene. My buddies treated me like a big shot, but I didn’t experience any feeling of monetary

accomplishment. I was just an unimportant act and my salary was small. Most rock clubs didn’t

budget for a magician, but I was a paid performer. I’d usually get $10 to $15 a show, which I

guess in 1972 dollars wasn’t that bad.What was bad was that discos started to replace live

entertainment in general and rock clubs in particular, and I was on the way to nowhere.

Fortunately, I was still earning $1.65 per hour at Pants Galore; by working overtime, and with

my employee discount, I was able to put together a fine wardrobe. I was particularly fond of

standing in a pair of Earth shoes while wearing my paisley corduroy elephant bellbottoms with

the humongous chrome square pirate belt buckle and the open tie-dyed double-knit shirt with

turtleneck dickie and Nehru jacket ensemble.It was the perfect outfit to wear with an

embroidered blue jean top hat when Kyle booked Highdini on few and far between plum gigs: A

charity benefit for the National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws at the Playboy

Mansion, a party thrown by Elton John on the back lot at Universal Studios, and an

appearance at the National Fashion & Boutique Show in New York for Glass Head, a bong

manufacturer.Those appearances made me feel seven feet tall, but after a couple of big venue

concert shows I felt like I could walk under a wiener dog while wearing that embroidered blue

jean top hat. The first, opening for the aforementioned band Flash Cadillac and the Continental

Kids, was a gig that may not have been one of the most humiliating moments of my life, but it

came close, at the Colorado Springs Municipal Auditorium, which was packed beyond legal

capacity.Eight o’clock was the hour appointed for the beginning of the ordeal called The Flash



Cadillac Pig Stomp & Surf Rodeo. As early as six o’clock, a crowd began to assemble outside

the auditorium. At six-thirty, an attendant, by mistake, opened the doors. The fifteen hundred

seats were immediately occupied. Approximately two hundred standees also fought their way

inside. The show was the major big-deal event in Colorado Springs that night, and evidently

every man, woman, child, cat, dog, and goat in town wanted to go.Belatedly it was announced

that only ticket holders would be permitted to attend the show. The police arrived and began to

clear the room, to an accompaniment of cries of injustice, and here and there, slanderous

references to the amorous activities with animals allegedly performed by some patrolman’s

mother. Once the herd was trimmed, those who waited nearly two hours for the show to begin

were just as enraged as those who were forced to leave.It was not a pleasant atmosphere, to

say the least, especially for an unexpected opening act. When I was introduced, the rabid

Flash fans’ boos reached my ears. The next thing I knew, I was standing in a glare of light. The

spotlight was so blinding that I saw nothing but black, except for the exit signs and a few red

emergency lights. I couldn’t see anyone, but the boos were getting louder. It was getting

intense. I tried to cover the fact that my body was jolting, zapping, shaking . . . and continued to

plow forward with my show.I knew what I was doing wasn’t working, so I changed my

approach. My hands began to tremble, and my lips quivered. The unruly crowd booed so loud, I

couldn’t even hear myself speak. It felt like my throbbing heart was going to jump out of my

chest, I was sweating profusely, and the floor felt like it was moving up and down. It was a

disaster, and I was petrified.Somehow, automatically I continued my routine, and, after some

hesitation, I cut the act short. I did not bow my head in shame and slip out as might be

expected of someone who had failed so miserably and publically. Instead, an automatic

defense system seemed to kick in. That’s when I gave the audience the finger with both hands,

held my head high, and walked off with pride, to the blasting chorus of cold stares and heckles.

I’m not really sure where that macho bravado came from, since my ego was definitely crushed.

I felt as if I’d been run over by a truck.So, when offered, I was hesitant to take last night’s Sting

gig, given that I was still somewhat pummeled by my most recent terrible rock audience

rejection experience decades and decades ago. Just the thought of it gave me a flashback to

my Flash Cadillac show. The strong sensation of the angry “booing” was more than a memory

from forty years ago; it had left a footprint in my skull. I physically re-experienced the disaster

that was.Nevertheless, I’d agreed to this new assignment, mostly because of my wife, Bozena.

She is a HUGE Sting fan who not only admires his poetic yoga meditative ways, but she also

grew up in Poland listening to his music, yearning to one day attend one of his concerts, never

dreaming she would actually get to meet him. I took this opportunity to make my wife happy.

You know the old saying: “Happy wife, happy life.” How could I refuse?It all came together on

November 4, 2013. An independent record label, Cherry Tree Records, engaged me, Sting,

and Magicopolis, for an event designed to promote their newly signed unknown recording

artists. Having Sting as the opener guaranteed an exclusive audience of everybody who was

anybody when it comes to rock journalists and music insiders, who otherwise might not come

out to hear the unknowns.Sting was the draw, but the promoters also needed me. After Sting’s

set, the curtains closed and while his band equipment was switched for the other artist’s gear,

my job was to fill the time performing in front of the curtains. I, mostly unknown to the

assembled guests, was there to keep the crowd engaged and amused so they wouldn’t leave

before the other widely unknowns took the stage.I must do this. Tonight. Now. I had an attack of

diarrhea. By the time I walked onto the stage, I did not have the confidence to do a stellar job.

But I was in a thoroughly professional mood and did do a stellar job . . . the audience was in the

palm of my hand. Nobody left or booed. I’m pleased to report that my comedy and magic was



greeted with a roar of laughter and an outburst of cheering.After the show Bozena and I were

invited to share some time and be photographed with Sting. He charmed us when he said what

a great theater we have, how he appreciated being able to actually see everyone’s face in the

audience from the stage, how he read that I had designed and built the venue myself.With my

backup singers, from left, Sting, and Bozena.Bozena told him that in our full evening show she

levitates to his song “Desert Rose.” I chimed in with, “We heard you wrote and recorded it

specifically for that purpose.” Sting cracked a gracious smile and with great courtesy and

kindness professed his fondness for magic, magicians, and all that is Magicopolis.PART

ONEFIRST BEST JOBSTHE JOLLY JESTERAspen, at the top of the Rocky Mountains in

Colorado, is an internationally famous ski resort and glitzy playground for the affluent. But in

1976 the Aspen vibe was not unlike the frat boy atmosphere depicted in the film Animal House

and we would really come alive just after the moon came up. Everybody drank, did drugs,

smoked, and made love, with no fear of addiction or disease or death. It seemed we all had

permanent erections, hangovers, and everything was carefree and raucous and unplanned. In

those days, we had all the fun we could each and every day.I was twenty-one years old when I

started a four-year tour of duty working for Bob Sheets as a magician/bartender at The Jolly

Jester. My fancy salary was thirty dollars before taxes per eight-hour shift plus tips. That was,

of course, just a starting salary. In slightly over three years my superior talents were recognized

and I was upped to thirty-five dollars before taxes per eight-hour shift plus tips. Actually I

exaggerated about the eight-hour part, as it was usually longer. The shift started around 4:00

p.m., après-ski time, and went all night to the first hours of the morning till I was unconscious,

subconscious, nauseous, or all three.Bob has always been smart, talented, and inspiring, with

a round face, thick neck, twinkly eyes, big moustache, and gap-toothed smile. Mr. Sheets has a

sense of the whimsy, a sense of the absurd, and when his imagination takes off and he gets to

the child part of himself, he giggles and carries on like a little kid. That’s how he became known

as the Jolly Jester—hence the bar’s name. In 1975, Bob had been hired as a bartender just

outside Aspen, in Snowmass, at country-pop singer John Denver’s Tower Restaurant.Sheets

quickly became a successful local legend behind the bar, mixing drinks and merriment with his

comedy and magic. So much so, that the following winter a patron sponsored Bob and he

opened his own bar in Aspen. He knew he couldn’t do it alone—eight hours a day, seven days

a week, was too much time for one magician to fill, no matter how talented they were, and

would only lead to burnout. As it turned out, we both burned out. But it was a wild ride for the

handful of tourist seasons that it lasted.Bob was a consummate professional who became a

valued lifelong friend, and I learned more from him, and the job he gave me, than I realized at

the time. One of the great educational benefits from the work was a practical understanding of

the art and science of audience management. People who are oiling their throats with alcohol

are generally not shy when they see how a trick is done, and it’s a great help to know where

corrections are needed. Most of the bar-hopping crowd changed five times a night, which

enabled me to perfect tricks by doing them over and over and over, forty or fifty times a week.

By trial and error my sleight of hand, timing, presentation, and other elements improved.I

absorbed much of what I know about comedy from the bar crowd. I learned to not work too

hard at being funny, not to imitate myself from the night before, to try to make each

performance as if it were the first time I’d ever done it, how to improvise, how to take advantage

of a situation with a quick ad lib—like when a guy was at the bar for several hours, drinking

continuously, hurling shot after shot against his tonsils, and then, without a word, would fall

over backwards onto the floor, out cold. I might say something like “I like a man who knows

when to stop.”Bob also trained me as a bartender and taught me how to use magic to sell more



cocktails. “The more you drink, the better the tricks look.” One key strategy that I learned is to

never perform a trick until all the drinks are half full. That way, when the trick is over, everyone

is ready for a new round. Patrons were unconsciously trained—now it’s time to watch a trick,

now it’s time to buy a drink—and Pavlov would have loved it. “Don’t applaud, keep on drinking,”

was a motto I learned quickly.Bob was, and is, also an amazing street magician. In the early

days, Bob stood in front of The Jester and performed his street act. Instead of passing the hat,

he pied pipered folks into the bar. Once inside, Bob introduced me. I sold drinks and did tricks,

while Bob went outside and gathered another group. In an hour, a big crowd pressed around

the bar. Word got around, and after a few days Bob no longer needed to work the street; from

then on things just exploded.Bob Sheets and me at The Jester, dressed like real men.The bar

was long; that shelf could support at least thirty pairs of elbows. Four feet behind the bar were

long benches to sit on with a ledge that ran atop the benches that was just wide enough, if you

were young and a little athletic, to stand on. People were sitting at the bar, standing on the

floor, sitting on the benches, and standing on top of the benches from one end to the other.

And the crowd was wired. Crazed. Insane.The lights were low, the rock and roll was loud, and

we would announce “We’re about to do some magic and there’ll be no drinks for ten minutes,

so get ’em now.” To serve everyone would take twenty to thirty minutes. Nobody ever died of

thirst at The Jester; even competent drinkers were over-served, and mixing the drinks was a

big part of the show.“Want a lime in that gin & tonic?” I pretended to take a lime out of the

wastebasket, washed it off, and dropped it in the drink. “Don’t worry, the alcohol will kill any

germs.” When someone ordered a beer we didn’t have, such as Moosehead Ale, Bob

responded, “No problemo.” He opened and poured a bottle of Budweiser, and then, with a felt

tip pen, crossed out the word “Bud” and wrote “Moosehead.” “One Moosehead, drink up,” he’d

say.We did a substantial business serving upside down margaritas—no glass necessary.

Customers laid their heads on the bar, mouths open. With a bottle of Triple Sec in one hand

and Roses’s Lime in the other, I poured, and then I quickly switched the two bottles for sweet &

sour and tequila, completing the task until mouths were overflowing. Customers just had to sit

up and swallow.Regulars brought friends in from far and wide for our margaritas. If they winked

and tipped in advance, the newcomer would get a special upside down margarita. When they

sat up their face was met with a cream pie. Actually, it was a coffee filter filled with whipped

cream.“This is the craziest bar in town,” said one smartly dressed young man to his equally

decked-out friend. They ordered Heineken drafts and the first guy secretly let me know his

buddy was a first-time visitor. Just as the beers were served, I pretended to accidentally knock

one over. The stranger jumped to his feet to avoid ruining his clothes while his friend burst into

uproarious laughter. The knocked-over glass was a fakeroo with solid contents, a means of

initiating newcomers to the fun at The Jester.The gag over, I removed the fake glass and

served real beer. The instigator didn’t notice the switch. “Look, it’s a fake beer,” so saying, he

grabbed the newly served glass and threw the contents into his friend’s face.Suddenly the

music stopped, the lights went up to last-call brightness, and the magic show was on. Bob and

I would do a total of about ten minutes of our best stuff, the crowd would cheer, the lights would

go down, the rock music cranked up, and we’d be back serving drinks. That’s how it went from

late afternoon until the early morning hours night after night after night. Sometimes we locked

the doors and kept going beyond the legal hours and I went home in daylight.Customers were

just as wild, raw, and often more spontaneous and ridiculous than we were. In the winter knit

beanies and ski caps were popular and I had a trick where I asked to borrow one. A girl put her

lacy red bra on the bar, “will this work?” and then she kindly showed everyone where it came

from—her chest. The crowd cheered, and she made several new friends.One summer we had



a bowl of goldfish sitting on the back bar. Now and then, we apparently grabbed a live one

outta the water, popped it in our mouth, and chewed it up. In reality, we just pretended to eat

the live sushi. Actually, a secret switch was made and we ate carrots cut to an approximate

goldfish shape. It was a great trick.People started to hear about the goldfish-eating and wanted

to see it done. A regular customer brought in a younger brother on holiday from college. The

brother was impressed with the fish stunt, and I let him in on the carrot secret. I told him, “In

the next hour we’re going to ask for volunteers. Raise your hand and I’ll put a carrot in your

mouth—you’ll be a hero.” When the time came, I put a real live wiggling goldfish in his mouth.

The carrot was the bait, and the college kid was the fish that was filleted; everyone cried

laughing.One night I opened the bar and the first person through the door was an attractive

young girl. She asked, “Are you into yoga?” In a fraction of an instant she was on the floor

going through various contortions. I excused this rather bizarre behavior as part of the

phenomenon of people saying strange things and behaving even more strangely at The Jester.

“Why don’t you get up on the bar so we can get a better look at what you’re doing?” She swiftly

stripped down to a sheer leotard and happily knotted her legs behind her head, intertwined

with mangled arms, both legs straight up on either side of her head. Thereafter she visited The

Jester every couple weeks. Her many bar-top performances never failed to be crowd-pleasing

events.A number of well-known names of the time got into the spirit of the place and surprised

us, including Buddy Hackett, Ted Kennedy, Cheech & Chong, Jimmy Buffet, Hunter Thompson,

and Farrah Fawcett. In those days, before cell phone cameras, tabloid TV, and the Internet,

Bob and I often witnessed the questionable, inappropriate, and embarrassing antics of

captains of industry, movie actors, and sports stars.The Jester environment ran the gamut from

innovative magic to spontaneous outrageous comedy, an irreplaceable training ground I was

privileged to be a part of. The principal thing I learned at The Jester NOT to do with my life was

to be perpetually plastered, wasted, loaded, and stoned. Those days are long over for me. A

quick word to my younger readers: in the long run, there are three types of people who can’t

handle constant drugging, drinking, and smoking—magicians, comedians, and everybody

else.THE LEMON TRICKBob and I each became known at The Jester for particular feats of

magic we performed individually. Those particular tricks became signature bits, because our

regulars were hardy souls who seemed to have no purpose in life except to bring in newbies

and request that we show them their favorite mysteries. Tourists paid the bills and locals helped

promote us to them. I was best known for my rendition of The Lemon Trick. I did not originate

the idea, but I did re-envision the effect—the trick as perceived by the audience, the method,

the secrets and details that make the effect effective, and how the effect and method are

presented.It was back in 1969, when I was almost fifteen years old and got hired to do a show

for a bunch of Cub Scouts (which put me on a search for tricks that would pack small, play big,

and cost little or nothing), that I was first introduced to The Lemon Trick. It was Dai Vernon, one

of my mentors you’ll be reading about later in this book, who told me about a vaudeville sleight

of hand magician, Emil Jarrow, and The Lemon Trick. I started fooling with this bit back then,

developing various methods and routines, but it wasn’t until I had the opportunity at The Jester

to workshop the trick dozens of different ways for dozens of different audiences weekly, that it

gelled into a funny, elegant hit with audiences. But I’m getting ahead of myself.Some new tricks

fall into place rather quickly for me when I test them. Some are tried and discarded easily,

based on audience reaction, others, like this one, can take years to simplify and routine into a

thing of beauty. After Vernon described how The Lemon Trick looked, he didn’t tell me how it

was done. The Professor gave hints, but no directions.He said, “You’re a very clever boy. It’ll be

good for you to figure it out. You’ll come up with something; just don’t stop thinking too soon.” It



was a challenge I was happy to accept. By 1969, I’d been a student of magic for several

months shy of a decade and was a fixture at the Magic Castle, a private club for magicians, for

a few years. I had become absolutely obsessed with the craft and had seen each and every

magician at the Magic Castle perform numerous times, literally dozens of guys. Not ONE of

them did The Lemon Trick. So I never saw a properly performed example of how it might look

in person.Nor could I find it in the definitive original five-volume encyclopedic authority on

magic tricks, Tarbell Course in Magic. I found the section on tricks with paper money, which

included Scarne’s Bill Change, Grant’s Slow Motion Bill Transposition, LePaul’s Torn Bill, Topsy-

Turvy Bill . . . but there was no sign of Jarrow’s Bill in Lemon Trick.How could this trick be such

a winner in the 1920s and it was not even mentioned anywhere in Tarbell? And out of all the

dozens of great magicians at the Castle, I hadn’t seen or heard of even one guy doing it since

the place opened in 1963? The reason was, at least partly, that Jarrow never published a how-

to guide for his peers, and apparently never taught or authorized his invention for use by

anyone; although there’s irrefutable evidence that unauthorized copycats existed in his day.

How I happened to develop my particular Lemon Trick formula—and “happened” is the proper

word since the evolution of the routine, like a good many in my repertoire, was not purely a

matter of calculation, but a case of extensive trial and error—will require that we go back to the

description of the trick Vernon gave me in 1969:

I Lie for Money Candid Outrageous Stories from a magicians show, I Lie for Money Candid

Outrageous Stories from a magicians life, I Lie for Money Candid Outrageous Stories from a

magicians book, I Lie for Money Candid Outrageous Stories from a magicians tools, I Lie for

Money Candid Outrageous Stories from a textbook, I Lie for Money Candid outrageous fortune,

I Lie for Money Candid outrageous cabins, I Lie for Money Candid outrageous blizzard, I Lie for

Money candid camera, i lie for attention reddit, i lie for u i die for u lyrics, i lie for attention, i die

for you i lie for you, I Lie for money lei, i lie for no reason reddit, i lie for no reason, why do i lie

for no reason, would i lie for you, is lying about your income illegal, how to lie about money, i

would lie for you song, would i lie for you baby, i would lie for you lyrics, i lie i cheat i steal lyrics,

i love the way you lie lyrics

Here Is Real Magic: A Magician's Search for Wonder in the Modern World, Mysterious

Stranger, Magic Is Dead: My Journey into the World's Most Secretive Society of Magicians,

Experiencing the Impossible: The Science of Magic

Anon, “Why I think you'll like this book (even if you are a non-magician). Steve Spill is a former

child prodigy who grew up to become one of the best comedy magicians on the planet. Over

the last 50 years, he’s had a front row seat to the evolution of stand-up and magic in the latter

half of the 20th century. Along the way, he’s entertained and amazed everyone from A-listers

to African tribespeople, and thereby collected the frequently crazy and funny tales contained in

this highly readable and frequently surprising memoir.This book stands out amongst many

other show biz biographies because rather than focusing on the inevitable personal pain

behind the art, this is primarily an upbeat journey. Mr. Spill is a superb raconteur, and whether

he’s describing a wince-inducing mishap while vanishing a lit cigarette to impress the girls

(don’t try this at home!) or poignantly relating why the worth of a 50 cent pack of cards is in the

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eaoo/OPMw/WBWgA/I-Lie-for-Money-Candid-Outrageous-Stories-from-a-Magician-s-Misadventures


eye (and talent) of the beholder, he has an immediacy and wit to his writing that really draws in

the readerThe appeal to magic buffs is a given (especially 11 pages in particular, where he

describes the true secrets of a much purloined reputation maker). However, I believe even non-

magicians will enjoy getting a backstage peek as to the level of thinking, passion, and

commitment it takes to make it in the trenches of live entertainment night after night. Despite

the title of the book, Mr. Spill’s personal stories illustrate certain universal truths of the human

condition; hence, their great appeal.In short, Steve Spill’s journey through life thus far makes

for entertaining, enlightening reading. It put a smile on my face, and I suspect it will for you as

well—and that’s no lie! Highly recommended.NOTE: Although the subtitle of the book

contains the adjective “outrageous”, aside from a few innuendos, Mr. Spill writes in a relatively

“clean” style. It’s refreshing to find a funny book that doesn’t need to troll in the gutter for

laughs.”

V1 Brisbin, “I Bought. I Read. I Love!. I knew I was born a few years and a couple of states

away from the mecca of show biz magic, but with Steve Spill's behind the curtain reminisces, I

feel like Life has given me the gift of vicariously experiencing what I missed. Captivating, laugh

out loud, can't put it down fare. And I'm only through the first few chapters (and my first

sleepless night). I guess I could hash tag everything that immediately resonates with me, but

I've been the kid who dreamed of seeing and knowing the greats, the legends, and of being

able to entertain luminaries and the common folk with a sparkle in my eye and a sense of

wonder. Steve Spill not only does that, he is that. And in his book, he tips his hat and out

"spills" real magic. No spoiler alerts, just buy this story of a man's wonderful life, and treat

yourself. It's a pleasure, and that's no lie. Thank you for sharing, Steve, and for inspiring a little

more adventure and magic in me.”

Richard C. Hatch, “I am pleased to add a new favorite. I have a special fondness for magician's

memoirs and to my two old favorites, The Memoirs of Robert-Houdin and Illusion Show by

David Bamberg, I am pleased to add a new favorite, Steve Spill's I Lie for Money. Spill was

fortunate in being in the "right place at the right time", Los Angeles in the late 1960s when the

Magic Castle was the center of the magical universe, with Dai Vernon, Charlie Miller, Francis

Carlyle, Albert Goshman, Tony Slydini and others holding court there nightly and the teenage

Steve Spill learned from them all. He recounts those experiences and his subsequent

experiences, first as "Highdini" opening for rock bands, then performing in comedy clubs,

pioneering bar magic in Aspen, Colorado with Bob Sheets, then operating the the Brook Farm

Inn of Magic with Sheets in Maryland, before returning to California where he defied the odds

and opened his own magic theater, Magicopolis in Santa Monica in 1998 where he continues

to perform his unique brand of comedy magic weekly with his wife, Polish born actress and

writer Bozena Wrobel. Magicians will enjoy the inside tales of the Magic Castle and his years in

the trenches with Sheets and others. Fans of comedy will enjoy his stories of working with

comedy legends Bill Hicks, Dennis Miller and Joan Rivers. The range of celebrities he has

worked with run from Sting to Steven King and his perspective on working with them is always

entertaining. Of particular interest is a chapter on tricks he invented and audience tested that

never got the response he had hoped, such as a variation on the classic "Rice Bowls" trick that

he called "Timothy Leary's Brain". Other chapters also show his creative process at work,

detaililng how he workshops an effect and then hones it in performance to become a signature

piece of entertainment. Spill was only 60 when he wrote this with many years of active

performing ahead of him, so one can hope that a sequel to this will be available in the near



future.”

Jimmy Vee, “I highly recommend this book if you like to know the thinking .... If you just look on

the surface there is the way you think things work and the way they actually work. There's also

the way you think things happen and how they actually happened and then there's also the

way you think people are and the way they actually are. This book shares with you how things

actually work, what makes things really happen and who Steve Spill really is. All of these things

are fascinating and make for a very enjoyable read. I highly recommend this book if you like to

know the thinking behind the person and action behind the accomplishments.”

Joe B, “Captivating!!!. I was totally captivated by this book! If you are interested in magicians

and magic or comedy and outrageous shenanigans you will LOVE this book. If you are

interested in working out how to make a living from something you love - you'll be inspired to

do the same. Bravo!”

Dr Frank Berkshire, “Five Stars. strongly educational - for con artists and for victims.....”

Ken F., “Four Stars. A nice read.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Five Stars. very interesting and quite well written”

Mr Peter L Hanway, “Five Stars. Very honest and entertaining.”

The book by Steve Spill has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 105 people have provided feedback.
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